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ABSTRACT
We report the design, synthesis and characterization
of a novel molecular beacon (MB-FB) which uses
the fluorescent bases (FB) 2-aminopurine (AP) and
pyrrolo-dC (P-dC) as fluorophores. Because the
quantum yield of these FB depend on hybridization
with complementary target, the fluorescent proper-
ties of MB-FB were tuned by placing the FB site
specifically within the MB such that hybridization
with complementary sequence switches from single
strand to double strand for AP and vice versa for
P-dC. The MB-FB produces a ratiometric fluorescence
increase (the fluorescence emission of P-dC over
that of AP in the presence and absence of comple-
mentary sequence) of 8.5 when excited at 310 nm,
the maximum absorption of AP. This ratiometric
fluorescence is increased to 14 by further optimizing
excitation (325 nm). The fluorescence lifetime is also
affected by the addition of target, producing a change
in the long-lived component from 6.5 to 8.7 ns
(Exc. 310 nm, Em. 450 nm). Thermal denaturation
profiles monitored at 450 nm (P-dC emission) show
a cooperative denaturation of the MB-FB with a
melting temperature of 53C. The thermal denatura-
tion profile of MB-FB hybridized with its target
shows a marked fluorescence reduction at 53C,
consistent with a transition from double stranded
helix to random coil DNA.
INTRODUCTION
The development of efficient DNA and RNA fluorescence
probes is an active area of research due to their application
in genetic analysis (1), cellular imaging (2,3) and biomedical
research (4,5). One of the most versatile probes for DNA and
RNA detection are the fluorescent molecular beacons (MBs)
(6,7). In general, a MB is a single stranded nucleic acid chain
that forms a stem–loop structure. The loop is complementary
to a target sequence, while the stem is labeled with a fluoro-
phore and a quencher at the different ends of the strand
(Scheme 1a). This MB sequence is designed, such that the
last five or six bases at both ends of the oligonucleotide chain
are complementary to each other bringing the fluorophore and
the quencher close together when the double stranded (ds)
structure (stem) is formed (8). In this configuration, the
fluorescence is inhibited by the proximity of the fluorophore
to the quencher, which provides non-radiative pathways for
the deactivation of its excited state (9). In the presence of the
target sequence, the MB undergoes a structural reorganization
by hybridization of the loop with the target sequence leading
to the formation of a ds helix and consequently in the
spatial separation of the fluorophore and the quencher
(Scheme 1a). In this new configuration, because of the
large distance separation between the fluorophore and the
quencher, the excited state of the fluorophore is not deactiv-
ated and a fluorescence signal can be detected (9). Under
the same loop–stem principle, MBs with two fluorophores
have been synthesized in which fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET) can be harvested to produce a distinct-
ive fluorescence signal for the open and close states of the
MB (10). Many other variations of MBs have also been
explored (2,11–13), all sharing several features such as a
loop–stem architecture, a distinctive fluorescence signal
upon hybridization with the target and high sequence
specificity (1–13).
Other molecular probes based on the MB concept have also
been used to study DNA and RNA dynamics and interactions
(14–16). One approach involves the use of single stranded (ss)
oligonucleotides (complementary to a target sequence)
possessing intrinsically fluorescent bases (FB) (17). A common
fluorescent base is 2-aminopurine (AP) which, contrary to
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normal oligonucleotide bases, displays an efficient
fluorescence emission in solution (f ¼ 0.68) (18). AP
possesses a band in its absorption spectrum (lmax ¼ 315
nm) that is red shifted from the absorption spectra of the
natural bases and a fluorescence emission with maximum at
370 nm. When AP is incorporated within an oligonucleotide
chain its fluorescence decreases because of stacking interac-
tion with neighbor bases within the strand (19). This decrease
in fluorescence depends on the identity of the neighbors
bases (20) of AP and the flexibility of the chain (21). The
hybridization of a ss oligonucleotide containing AP to form
the ds helical configuration decreases the fluorescence to an
even greater extent owing to a more efficient stacking inter-
action among the bases (19). The lifetimes of AP range from a
single monoexponential for the single nucleotide in solution
(9.3 ns) to four components exponential decay in ds DNA
(e.g. 5 ps to >8 ns) (22). The shortest and longest components
are related to totally stacked or unstacked configurations,
respectively. AP has been used in the study of local interaction
between DNA bases (20), electron transfer reactions along
oligonucleotide strands (23,24) and ultraviolet (UV) damage
in DNA (25).
A second fluorescent base that has been used for oligonuc-
leotide studies is pyrrolo-dC (P-dC) (26). P-dC shares with AP
a fluorescence sensitivity towards hybridization; however, the
absorption peak (labs ¼ 345 nm) and fluorescence emission
peak (lem ¼ 473 nm) are red shifted in comparison with AP
(27). P-dC has been successfully used in the study of the
transcription bubble of T7 RNA polymerase (28,29). Besides,
AP and P-dC, other FB are also available and their properties
have been reviewed (16,17).
One of the advantages of FB is that they can be incorporated
in the oligonucleotide backbone to produce DNA or RNA
chains that are intrinsically fluorescent when ss but its
fluorescence is strongly quenched when forming the double
strand (17). The employment of these FB in the construction of
MBs eliminates the use of a relatively large organic quencher
externally attached to the oligonucleotide strand (compare
Scheme 1a and b) since the backbone architecture itself pro-
vides the mechanism to tune their fluorescence properties. To
the best of our knowledge, there is only one example in the
literature in which a fluorescent base (AP) has been used to
construct a MB like hybridization sensor (30). In this
approach, AP was placed in either the loop or the stem.
The fluorescence for this sensor increases up to 4.4 times
when AP is in the stem and decreases up to 10 times when
AP is in the loop (30). The major disadvantage of these
sensors is that the maximum change because of hybridization
with complementary strand corresponds to a decrease in fluor-
escence that implies a loss in the signal when it detects a
complementary strand. This effect alone is undesirable for a
MB sensor since the disappearance of the signal can be related
to other factors such as dye decomposition or quenching,
making the detection of complementary DNA ambiguous.
Notwithstanding, Zhang et al. (10) had demonstrated that
decreases and increases of different fluorescence signals can
be used together to improve the detection sensitivity. Here,
we report the synthesis and characterization of a MB using
two FB: AP and P-dC. The combination of the signals of
these two FB yields a sensitive fluorescence ratiometric detec-
tion of the complementary strand and at the same time imparts
novel properties to the MB.
Scheme 1. Schematic structures of a standard MB (a) and a MB with FB (MB-FB) showing the position of the FB in circles (b).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
MB-FB was prepared by solid phase phosphoramidite
chemistry on an Expedite 8909 DNA synthesizer (Applied
Biosystems). AP phosphoramidite and P-dC phosphoramidite
were purchased from Glen Research (Sterling, VA). The
resulting oligonucleotide was first purified using an oligonuc-
leotide purification cartridge and then by high-performance
liquid chromatography (31). To verify the identity and purity
of the MB, matrix-assisted laser adsorption ionization/time of
flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry (MS) was performed
on the sample. The theoretical weight for MB-FB is 7729.3 Da
which is very similar to the one obtained with MALDI-TOF
MS of 7732.8 (m/z).
The concentration of MB-FB used for the fluorescence
studies was 1.0 mM in 100 mM Tris–HCl buffer (pH 8.0)
with 5 mM MgCl2. Fluorescence excitation and emission
measurements were performed at 25C on a SPEX Fluorolog-3
spectrometer FL3-22 (J.Y. Horiba, Edison, NJ) using 5 nm
slits and quartz cuvettes with an optical path length of 4 mm.
The ratiometric fluorescence increase (RI) for MB-FB was
determined using the following formula:
RI ¼ ðIMBT‚ 450nmÞ=ðIMB‚ 450nmÞðIMBT‚ 370nmÞ=ðIMB‚ 370nmÞ ‚ 1
where IMBT,450 and IMB,450 are the fluorescence intensity of
MB-FB at 450 nm in the presence and in the absence of
complementary strand respectively and IMBT,370 and IMB,
370 are the fluorescence intensity of MB-FB at 370 nm in
the presence and in the absence of complementary strand
respectively. The excitation spectra were corrected for the
non-homogeneous intensity of the excitation source by divid-
ing the excitation signal by the signal of a reference detector
(photodiode) placed after the excitation monochromator.
Excitation spectra were corrected for DNA absorption using
the following expression (25):
IC ¼ I · CF 2
CF ¼ 2:303 · AðlExc:Þ
1  10AðlExc:Þ ‚ 3
where I is the intensity at each wavelength of the spectrum, IC
is the corrected intensity at each wavelength of the spectrum,
CF is the correction factor and A(lExc.) is the absorption
intensity at each excitation wavelength. The UV-Vis spectra
were collected with an Agilent 8456 spectrophotometer using
quartz cuvettes of path length 4 mm. Time-resolved
experiments were preformed on an OB900 single-photon
counting Fluorometer (Edinburgh Analytical Instruments)
with a pulsed nanosecond hydrogen lamp as excitation source.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Design of MB with fluorescent bases (MB-FB)
MB-FB was synthesized based on a MB sequence reported by
Tyagi et al. (9) with AP substituted for adenosine and P-dC
substituted for cytosine in specific positions along the chain.
Scheme 1b shows the MB-FB sequences and the position of
the AP and P-dC FB in the oligonucleotide chain. The MB-FB
synthesized is composed of a loop of 15 bases and a stem of 5
bases; the latter maintains the MB in the ‘closed’ configuration
in the absence of the target sequence. Studies using AP and
P-dC in different oligonucleotides show that these nucleotides
form base pairs with T and G respectively in a similar way
as their natural analogs without affecting significantly the
structure of ds DNA (26,32). This condition is necessary
since some base analogs destabilize the ds configuration of
DNA, which can preclude the proper formation of the loop and
stem structure of MB-FB.
Scheme 1b also shows the ‘nucleotide’ environment around
the FB in both, the ‘open’ and ‘closed’ form of the MB-FB. In
the ‘closed’ configuration AP is located in the ss loop while
P-dC is located in the ds stem. On the other hand, when the MB
is hybridized with its complementary strand, AP is in the ds
form while P-dC is in the ss form. The positions of the bases in
MB-FB were selected in order to provide two different
microenvironments for the FB in the presence and absence
of the target sequence. These different microenvironments are
the product of the alternate hybridization of AP and P-dC when
the MB is ‘open’ or ‘closed’ and result in a distinctive fluor-
escence signal for each of these states, depending on whether
the MB is ‘closed’ or ‘opened’ by hybridization with its target.
Fluorescence response of MB-FB upon hybridization
with its complementary sequence
The selectivity of a MB in detecting a defined oligonucleotide
sequence is based on the characteristic change of its fluores-
cence response when it is exposed to the target sequence. An
excess of target sequence (which causes a total hybridization
of the MB) causes a maximum change in the MB fluorescence
when compared with the fluorescence in the absence of the
target sequence (9). In the case of MB-FB, excitation at 310
nm in the absence of the target sequence produces two dis-
tinctive fluorescence signals at 370 nm (strong) and 455 nm
(weak) which correspond to the fluorescence of AP and P-dC
respectively (solid line, Figure 1). In the ideal case, no fluor-
escence should be observed for P-dC because it is ds; however,
transient dynamic conformations of the DNA bases within the
ds conformation preclude the complete quenching of P-dC,
leading to the occurrence of some fluorescence (33).
Figure 1. MB-FB fluorescence (lexc. ¼ 310 nm) without (solid line) and with
(dashed line) an 3-fold excess of complementary strand.
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Addition of 3-fold excess of the target sequence followed by
310 nm excitation produces a 1.8 times decrease in the emis-
sion of AP and a 4.5 times increase in the emission of P-dC
(Figure 1). This behavior provides a recognition signature that
contrasts with the standard MB in that it possesses a signal
both in the ‘closed’ and in the ‘open’ configuration. This
MB-FB presents characteristics similar to the two dye energy
transfer (ET) MB reported by Zhang et al. (10) with the
difference that for MB-FB the mechanism that produces the
fluorescence change between the ‘open’ and ‘close’ forms is
quenching by intra-strand interactions. In the case of AP, the
MB changes from ss to ds when MB-FB hybridizes with its
target sequence leading to decrease in fluorescence, while the
opposite occurs for P-dC leading to fluorescence increase. The
maximum ratiometric increase (see Equation 1, Materials and
Methods) when an excess of target complementary strand is
added to MB-FB (MB-FB&T) is 8.5 when excited at 310
nm.
To obtain additional information about the quenching
mechanism that controls the fluorescence emission in
MB-FB, time-resolved fluorescence measurements were
performed (Figure 2). Figure 2a shows the fluorescence
decay kinetics for MB-FB in the absence and the presence
of the target when the MB fluorescence is monitored at 380 nm
(near AP emission maximum). Iterative reconvolution of the
transients yielded biexponential fluorescence decays. The
short lifetime component (0.59 ns) should represent a variety
of different short lifetime components due to stacked frame-
work conformations that quench the fluorescence of AP. The
component with a lifetime of6.5 ns (longest component) was
assigned to mostly unstacked, ss AP, based on Larsen et al.
(22). In the steady-state fluorescence experiments of MB-FB
(without target) some fluorescence at 450 nm was observed,
where P-dC shows its maximum fluorescence (Figure 1). Time
resolved fluorescence experiments showed that the fluores-
cence decay at 450 nm (Figure 2b; without target) is almost
identical to the fluorescence decay at 380 nm (Figure 2a).
Therefore, we concluded that most of the fluorescence at
450 nm is attributed to the AP fluorescence. The contribution
of P-dC fluorescence is negligible, confirming that in the
absence of target, P-dC is strongly stacked with its neighbor
bases resulting in efficient quenching of the fluorescence.
Addition of an excess of target to MB-FB causes a major
change of the fluorescence decay kinetic at 450 nm, where
P-dC fluoresces (Figure 2b). The long-lived component
changes from 6.5 ns (55%) without target to 8.5 ns (87%)
in the presence of target. Therefore, the fluorescence at 480
nm in the presence of target is mostly attributed to the fluor-
escence of P-dC. The addition of target scarcely affects the
fluorescence decay profile or the fluorescence lifetimes of AP
(monitored at 380 nm; Figure 2a).
Optimization of the ratiometric fluorescence
With the objective to find the optimum excitation wavelength
yielding the maximum ratiometric increase in the fluorescence
spectrum upon hybridization of MB-FB, we measured the
excitation spectra of MB-FB in the presence and in the absence
of its complementary strand (MB-FB&T). Figure 3a and b
show the excitation spectra of MB-FB and MB-FB&T at
370 and 450 nm, respectively. The black curves in both spectra
indicate the ratio of the spectrum after the addition of the
complementary strand and before the addition of the comple-
mentary strand. These ratios indicate the local fluorescence
change exciting at these wavelengths. However, to obtain the
total ratiometric increase the change in fluorescence at 450 nm
was divided by the change in fluorescence at 370 nm resulting
in the curve shown in Figure 3c. This curve is equivalent to the
plot of Equation 1 (Materials and Methods) as a function of the
wavelength. The optimum excitation wavelengths obtained
from Figure 3c are 275 and 327 nm. Excitation at 325
nm yields a ratiometric change of 14 confirming the excitation
spectra results (Figure 4). Excitation at 275 nm yields a
slightly higher ratiometric change, however for practical
applications this wavelength excitation is undesirable since
it is within the spectral region were DNA bases present UV
absorption.
Excitation spectra also provide photophysical information
about AP and P-dC within MB-FB. A close inspection of the
spectra in Figure 3a shows an unexpected band with maximum
at 270 nm. Bands at 270 nm have been attributed to
intra-strand FRET from neighbor bases to AP (21,34). This
FRET mechanism was found to be more favorable for stacked
bases, with adenosine nucleotides as the most efficient donors
(25,35). Recent studies indicate that the spectroscopic para-
meters derived from oligonucleotides with AP can be used to
probe local DNA conformations, which can provide a under-
standing of local interbase electronic interactions (22,35).
Figure 2. Fluorescence decay traces of MB-FB in the absence (blue curve) and in the presence of target (red curve) exciting at 310 nm and monitoring the emission at:
(a) 370 nm and (b) 450 nm. The lifetimes are given in the legend with the respective abundances in parenthesis.
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At this point, it is important to note that two different interbase
interactions producing different spectroscopic features can
occur in oligonucleotides with stacked AP. By interbase inter-
actions we refer to the electronic interactions between the
bases (fluorescent and non fluorescent) that are reflected in
the fluorescence spectra of AP and P-dC.
In order to extract the maximum information from Figures 1
and 3 it is necessary to distinguish between the two different
inter-base interactions and how they affect the photophysical
properties of MB-FB. The first interaction is the one respons-
ible for the decrease in the AP fluorescence when AP switches
its conformation from ss to ds. This interaction was modeled
by Jean and Hall, assuming stacking of the bases in a B-DNA
configuration and concluded that AP quenching by A and G
bases is due to a ground state mixing of the orbitals of these
bases with AP (19). On the other hand, the same researchers
found that the quenching of AP by T or C is due to the
formation of a non-fluorescent complex between AP and
these bases (19). This behavior is reflected in Figure 1 by
the decrease in intensity of AP after the addition of
complementary DNA. The decrease in fluorescence of AP
observed going from ss to ds has been attributed to a more
efficient stacking of the bases when AP is in the ds form
(18,36). P-dC is also influenced by this interbase interaction.
Excitation of P-dC at 370 nm yields only the emission spec-
trum of P-dC (without any contribution from AP) showing a 7
times increases in its fluorescence when complementary strand
is added. As was stated before, this corresponds to a change
from ds to ss for P-dC, which confirms once again the
sensitivity of this probe to the oligonucleotide microenviron-
ment. This appears to be the largest change in the fluorescence
of P-dC ever reported thus far (28,29).
The second type of interaction produces an intra-strand
FRET from neighbors bases to AP, which is characterized
by a band in the excitation spectrum at 270 nm (34). This
interaction has been also associated to the stacking of the DNA
bases; however in this case the FRET is not dependent on
whether the oligonucleotide is ss or ds (25). On the other
hand, it has been reported that an increase in temperature
effectively quenches the 270 nm band, which is due to
unstacking of AP and its neighbor nucleotides (21).
Figure 3a shows a band at270 nm for MB-FB in the presence
and in the absence of the target sequence. The appearance of
this band is consistent with the second kind of inter-base
interaction and indicates that AP is strongly stacked with
adenine either in the presence or in the absence of
Figure 3. Excitation spectra of MB-FB at 370 nm (a) and 450 nm (b) in
the absence (blue curve) and in the presence (red curve) of complementary
strand. Ratio of the excitation spectrum in the presence and absence of
complementary strand (black curve). (c) Total ratiometric increase (as defined
by Equation 1).
Figure 4. Emission spectra of MB-FB with excitation at 310 nm (blue) and
325 nm (red) without (solid line) and with (dashed line) a 3 fold excess of
complementary strand.
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complementary strand. The data in Figure 3a also show a
decrease in the intensity of the excitation spectrum after addi-
tion of complementary strand that corresponds to the first kind
interbase interaction, i.e. quenching of AP excited state. Sim-
ilarly, the increase in intensity of P-dC upon addition of com-
plementary strand is observed as shown in Figure 3b, which is
because of the first kind of interbase interaction as in the case
of AP.
Local configuration and interaction of nucleotide bases
within MB-FB by thermal denaturation
profile analysis
The use of FB to construct MB provides an opportunity to
study local configuration and interaction of the nucleotide
bases at defined sites within the MB. In contrast to the changes
in the UV-Vis measurements, which represent an average
of all the nucleic acids in the sample, the use of FB allows
the measurements to be focused in a specific nucleotide within
the MB.
Figure 5 shows the thermal denaturation profiles for P-dC in
MB-FB. The curve for MB-FB in the absence of template
presents the classic S shape curve for DNA, with a marked
increase in the fluorescence intensity when the temperature is
increased indicating a cooperative mechanism in the denatura-
tion of the MB (Figure 5a). The melting point extracted from
the curve is 53C. This observation confirms that MB-FB is
in the ‘closed’ configuration at ambient temperature. The
marked increase in the fluorescence intensity also indicates
that P-dC is acting as a probe for the stem of MB-FB, which is
expected since P-dC is positioned exactly at the center of the
stem when MB-FB is in a ‘closed’ conformation.
The addition of 3-fold excess of target template to the MB
causes the expected rise in fluorescence. Increasing the tem-
perature causes an initial constant decrease in the fluorescence
that is due to the decrease in the P-dC quantum yield with the
temperature. Further increases in the temperature produce a
marked decrease in the fluorescence intensity corresponding to
the transition from ds to ss random coil (Figure 5b). Since
P-dC was already ss the latter fluorescence drop is unexpected.
ss DNA shows non-cooperative denaturation profiles
characterized by slow rising (or decreasing as in this case)
S shape curves (37). The observation of a marked P-dC fluor-
escence decrease indicates that the ds part in MB-FB&T, in
addition to prevent the MB from closing, also plays other roles
that help to preserve the strong luminescence of P-dC in this
configuration. One of the possibilities is that the rigid structure
of the ds helix prevents P-dC from interacting with the main
body of the MB. When MB-FB&T is heated to a temperature
high enough to breakup the base pair interactions, the oligo-
nucleotide chain becomes a flexible ss random coil. The ran-
dom coil flexibility allows P-dC to interact with internal
oligonucleotides increasing the probability of collisions and
subsequently decreasing the fluorescence intensity by colli-
sional quenching.
CONCLUSIONS
We have designed a novel MB possessing intrinsically FB,
which displays an enhanced sensitivity for the detection of
complementary DNA and also displays interesting photo-
physical properties. Such a MB possesses the advantage
over standard MBs that is very easy to synthesize and purify.
In contrast, an advantage of standard MBs is that there are
more organic dyes available for the MB synthesis than intrins-
ically FB. However, in the last few years, additional fluores-
cent nucleotides have been reported with a variety of
photophysical properties which can be explored to construct
MBs with novel properties (16,17,38–40). In addition, we
demonstrated that the excitation wavelength of MB-FB can
be optimized to display a fluorescent ratiometric increase lar-
ger than when excited at its absorption maximum. The smaller
size of these sensors and the fact that they are structurally
similar to normal DNA compared with standard MB can
improve the diffusion and recognition of these sensors in
different media. In addition, this kind of MB does not possess
dyes or quenchers attached to the 50 or 30 end, which can
interfere with other molecules in the media or being detached
from the chain producing false signals. This sensor has the
potential for wide applications such as real time PCR assays,
DNA–protein interaction experiments and nucleic acid hybrid-
ization studies. This approach can also be used within the
architecture of standard MBs to study local conformation of
MBs and increase the fluorescence contrast ratio between the
non-hybridized and hybridized states. Finally, this MB
presents the first example of a MB with two fluorophores in
which the first dye fluoresce while the second is quenched in
the absence of target and vice versa in the presence of target
(the second dye fluoresce while the first is quenched).
However, in spite of the mentioned advantages of MB-FB,
they are not intended to substitute the standard MB but to
provide a novel perspective in the design of these kinds of
sensors.
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